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asked for in the winter of i885-86, but failed for want of the 
approval of the Secretary of the Interior. The smaller amount 
asked for at the session of Congress of i886-87 was approved 
by the Interior Department and by the Senate, but was lost in 
the conference between the committees of the Senate and House, 
during the last days of the term. 

This explanation is due to the various paleontologists and 
others who are interested in the completion of the work so suc- 
cessfully begun sixteen years ago, and for which so many pre- 
liminary publications have been made. The long delay in pub- 
lishing the illustrations, of which many have been prepared, is 
thus accounted for, although the inconvenience experienced by 
students is not diminished thereby. 

Pending the consideration of the question by Congress, letters 
approving or urging its favorable consideration by that body 
were received from Professors Baird, Osborn, and Scott in this 
country, and Flower, Gaudry, Rfitimeyer, and Zittel in Europe. 
Notes favoring such action by Congress appeared in the -7ahrbuck 
fiur Mineralogie and Cosmos in Germany. 

RECENT LITERATURE. 

Ridgeway's Nomenclature of Colors.'-This work has a 
value to others than naturalists, for it gives first a large number 
of hints upon the selection of water-colors, pointing out thirty- 
six of the most useful and most permanent forms, and then how 
these can be combined to make one hundred distinct shades. 
Next is a. comparative vocabulary of the names of colors in 
English, Latin, German, French, Spanish, Italian, Norwegian, and 
Danish. Illustrating this part of the work are ten colored plates, 
which contain one hundred and ninety-two distinct shades, each 
one named, while the explanation of each plate tells how these 
can be produced from the thirty-six colors deemed most essential 
for the water-color artist. As will readily be seen, this illustrated 
nomenclator renders the work of great value to the artist as well 
as to the naturalist, who has frequently considerable difficulty in 
his descriptions, of deciding exactly the meaning of nearly 
synonymous terms. Could this nomenclature have a further 

:Ridgeway, Robert: A Nomenclature of Colors for Naturalists, and Compendium 
of Useful Knowledge for Ornithologists. 8vo. pp. 129, pls. 17. Boston: Little, 
Brown & Co., i886. 
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introduction, and its terminology replace the meaningless terms 
like " elephant's breath," etc., introduced in trade, it would have 
a very beneficial effect. As to the correctness of the colors we 
cannot in all cases decide. We have never seen clothes worn as 
long as the famous ones of the Spanish queen, but should judge 
that the representation of "Isabella color" was about the hue 
that linen would assume under such conditions. 

The only bibliographical omission we observe is the absence 
of reference to the two handsome volumes of Hay. 

The remainder of the book is more especially suited for the 
ornithologist. It contains a vocabulary of the technical terms 
used in descriptive ornithology, which occupies fifty-eight pages; 
tables for the conversion of metric into English measures, and 
others for reducing inches to millimetres. The seven plates 
which illustrate this part of the book give the parts of a bird 
named. The portions of the head, shapes of wings, different 
markings of feathers, shapes of eggs, and comparisons of milli- 
metres with English and French inches. The most noticeable 
omissions in these plates are those of the shapes of bills and 
feet. The work is well printed and bound, and will doubtless 
find a sale among others than the ornithologists, for whom it is 
specially intended. 

RECENT BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS. 

Plalean, Felix.-De l'Absence de Mouvements respiratoires perceptibles chez les 
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